OUR PARTNERS
Come and see me in my VITAMIN-SHOP®:
When I ﬁrst moved to the UK, I worked as an HGV driver. Although it was
an interesting and well-paid job, I didn’t really feel fulﬁlled, so I took matters in my own hands and decided to open my own business. I chose to
work with the VITAMIN-SHOP® network. I’m still an active athlete, and I’ve
always been fascinated by physiology, anatomy and health. I tried various disciplines, but whether it was karate, football or grappling, I can say
one thing – it’s diﬃcult to get real results without supplements. I believe
that the supplement industry is one of the fastest growing areas of business around the world. In recent years, we’ve seen huge growth and development of supplement brands, such as TREC NUTRITION. I’ve always
trusted their products and I would recommend them to everyone. Working
at the VITAMIN-SHOP® allows me to improve my knowledge and advise
other athletes and physically active people every day. And of course it’s an
excellent way of building a proﬁtable business.

RAFAŁ CEJROWSKI
OWNER OF THE VITAMIN-SHOP® IN WATFORD
Come and see me in my VITAMIN-SHOP®:

ENGLAND

Before I opened my VITAMIN-SHOP®, like many of my compatriots in the
UK I worked in the building trade. It was a diﬃcult and demanding job,
and so as time went on, I decided I needed something more. My adventure with supplements started 16 years ago: I experienced their power
myself when I ﬁrst started using amino acids, gainers and creatine. Starting my own business was a very daunting prospect in the Polish climate, so I decided to move abroad. Running my ﬁrst shop was a huge
challenge, because I had no experience in sales, but I managed to ﬁnd
premises within a week, and opened my own VITAMIN-SHOP®. The principles of cooperation were so clear, I got my head round them straight
away. I enjoy my work, and get a lot of satisfaction from my job. I chose
the VITAMIN-SHOP® network because of the professionalism of the people who work there, and the brand’s strong position across Europe.
The supplement industry is growing all the time and obtaining higher profits, which I can see in my shop every day.
MAREK MACIEJEWSKI
OWNER OF THE VITAMIN-SHOP® IN LONDON

Before starting my own VITAMIN-SHOP® I used to work in the telecommunications
sector for a Binatone company in the UK. I was pretty satisﬁed with my work but
I have always wanted to do something else as I like great challenges. I have had
nearly 13-year long practical experience in supplements and ﬁtness training. Since
2005 (except for some minor breaks) I worked as a shop assistant in one of Polish
VITAMIN-SHOP® network shops in Kielce, the one belonging to Piotr Kotwica.
I knew that was a good way to earn money so when I arrived in the UK I decided to
join the well-known European chain. Today, my wife and I run two shops, namely
in Darlington and Middlesbrough. The fact that I decided to start my own business
and chose VITAMIN-SHOP® gives me a lot of satisfaction as the network attracts
great people to co-operate. Additionally, the network oﬀers any necessary selling
and marketing support from the very beginning. I owe much to the above mentioned Piotr Kotwica who has introduced me into the world of VITAMIN-SHOP®
and in practice taught me everything. This sector requires vast knowledge and an
individual approach to each client therefore a shop assistant has to be communicative and be a specialist in the ﬁeld of supplements.
SŁAWEK AND ASIA KOCHAN
OWNERS OF THE VITAMIN-SHOP®’S IN DARLINGTON AND MIDDLESBROUGH

Come and see me in my VITAMIN-SHOP®:

ENGLAND

SOUTHAMPTON, 399 Shirley Road

Darlington, 72 Skinnergate
Middlesbrough, 2 Newport Crescent

ENGLAND

Come and see me in my VITAMIN-SHOP®:

LONDON, 4–6 High Road, Plaza Market Wood Green

WATFORD, 177 St. Albans Road

ENGLAND

Running our own business isn’t new to us – as well as VITAMIN-SHOP®s,
we’ve had two grocery stores for around 5 years. It all started with
small stocks of TREC NUTRITION products, which we sold in our shops.
We noticed out customers taking an interest, and we also started using the supplements as part of our own exercise regimes. The eﬀects
were excellent, and we became increasingly involved in dietetics, supplements and leading a healthy lifestyle. And so we decided to combine business with pleasure, and make the most of the potential of
this fast-growing industry. We joined the VITAMIN-SHOP® network, because the clearly-deﬁned franchise system means that our work is easier
and we earn more. We currently run two VITAMIN-SHOP®s; we recently
opened a new shop in Leicester, and the shop in Rugby – which I previously ran myself – is now managed by my wife Izabela. We haven’t had
to employ anyone else yet, because we’re managing well on our own.
VITAMIN-SHOP® is a good business, and if you get involved in it, you can
have very good proﬁts.
IZA AND JAMIE DOMANSKY
OWNERS OF THE VITAMIN-SHOP®S IN LEICESTER AND RUGBY

Come and see me in my VITAMIN-SHOP®:
Sport has been an integral part of my life ever since I can remember. Although I didn’t become a professional footballer or a star martial arts performer, VITAMIN-SHOP® allows me to remain active. I’ve
been training in various disciplines over the years, so my understanding of supplements is enhanced by essential practical experience.
I worked in one of the ﬁrst VITAMIN-SHOP®s, where I learned how to
talk to customers and how to manage a business. Finally I decided
to open my own shop in this fast-growing network, because I knew
it was a solid, stable and proﬁtable business. I never imagined that
I would run my own company, and that I would enjoy it so much.
It was worth it though! I also think it’s just the beginning: as a network,
VITAMIN-SHOP® oﬀers excellent franchise terms and real support in terms
of advertising and promotion. It’s also a great team of genuinely motivated
and supportive people. I recommend it 100%!

Having arrived in the UK I started work for a big telecommunications company.
The work enabled me to learn the British culture and traditions. After a 3-year long stay
I got acquainted with Robert Rzeźniczak, a manager at the VITAMIN SHOP® network
who won my heart with his enthusiasm and friendly approach. It didn’t take him much
time to make me start my own VITAMIN SHOP® network shop in Ealing. That was the
second shop of that brand in the UK. Now, after four years of running my own business
I have to say the decision was the best I could make. Thanks to professional training
sessions arranged by the network I have broadened my knowledge of sports nutrients
and supplements. Also I have learnt the most important rules of organising and managing one’s own business. If you like sport and are ready for challenges I can heartily
recommend co-operation with the VITAMIN SHOP® network as they are professionals
and enthusiasts of a healthy and sporty life style. VITAMIN SHOP® is a network of shops
deserving complete trust.

RAFAŁ PASZKOWSKI
OWNER OF THE VITAMIN-SHOP® IN SOUTHAMPTON

MICHAL RAJCZAK
OWNER OF THE VITAMIN-SHOP® IN LONDON

LONDON, 197 Uxbridge Road

ENGLAND

ENGLAND
GERMANY

RUGBY, Railway Terrace, 4 Central Buildings
LEICESTER, 23 East Bond St

Come and see me in my VITAMIN-SHOP®:

ADVANTAGES
OF JOINING
VITAMIN-SHOP®
CHAIN
WHAT DOES THE SYSTEM CONSIST IN?
offering of high class of goods of recognised world brands, appreciated by clients; products of the highest quality, rich
and diverse assortment – starting from
diet supplements, through accessories and
sportswear, ending with specialised nutrients for sportsmen
opportunity to provide sales of products
developed for the needs of VITAMINSHOP®
chain exclusively and available only in
these shops
taking advantage of practical knowledge
of the franchisor involving the principles
of organising and running of a shop selling
nutrients and diet supplements for sportsmen
taking advantage of the tested visualisation and attractive interior design of the
shops
patronage of the franchisor over shops of
the franchisees: inception training and current training for the franchisee and their
employees, everyday support, consultation
and advise, etc.
reduced costs of supplying of a shop with
the start-up equipment
support in finding and selection of appropriate location
territorial guarantee (no other shop of
VITAMIN-SHOP® chain shall be launched
within the specified area)
advantages of marketing actions performed by the franchisor at a scale unaffordable by a single shop operator
unlimited access to the team of graphic
designers and marketing specialists developing, among others, advertising materials
for individual needs
subsidising of advertising materials;
subsidising of the investment involved in
launch of VITAMIN-SHOP® sales point
interior design and adjustment of the shop
to the chain standards at competitive prices
commercial and technical advice
access to broad and comprehensive trade
assortment and stability of goods
Detailed scope of support shall result from mutual negotiations and it is settled individually
before the contract is signed.

Aiming at enhancement of the development dynamics of the VITAMIN-SHOP® chain, the company
has decided to support their clients actively in order
to create stable, loyal business relationship which
would be beneﬁcial for both sides.
Within the VITAMIN-SHOP® chain, both traditional shops are created as well as commercial islets located in shopping centres and commercial
booths located in markets and hypermarkets. All
sales points are covered with standardised visual
identiﬁcation system and provide similar product
oﬀer.
Franchise is the type of trade cooperation
which has turned out to be very eﬀective in many
sectors. It is the system of sales of goods and services based on close and continuous cooperation between the supplier and the recipient of the license.
Throughout the duration of a contract, the parties
continue to operate as legally and ﬁnancially independent entities.

VITAMIN-SHOP® – CHARACTERISTICS

The essence of this system is based on the assumption that the franchisor grants the franchisees
with the entitlement to use the franchisor’s business concept and trademark as well as to take advantage of permanent commercial and technical
support, in order to achieve stable cooperation
with the customer who would recommend and sell
brands of the Franchisor.

Nowadays life is hectic, demanding and more
and more stressful. Such a lifestyle makes us devote less and less time and attention to preparing meals and providing for their complexity
and variety. This may cause obesity and the related cardiovascular disorders, as well as, quite
commonly, mental discomfort due to awkward
figure and low physical fitness of the body.
Inadequate diet, combined with impoverished food and its genetic modifications, enhances the demand of human body for food
supplements. For those reasons, the unorganised and still developing market of supplements and healthy foodstuffs is one of the most
prospective investment areas which has been
confirmed by examples from many Western European countries.
VITAMIN-SHOP® provides professional response to the growing market demand, at the
same time offering excellent opportunities to
organise and achieve the commercial success.
VITAMIN-SHOP® is the first and the biggest
chain of shops offering low-fat food products
in Europe which, owing to excellent idea, ade-

ASSORTMENT

WHO MAY BECOME THE FANCHISEE?
We are searching for reliable and motivated partners, running their own business operations and
interested in joining the partnership chain based
on franchise system.
Likewise all Franchisors, VITAMIN-SHOP® oﬀers
the established system of regulations concerning performance rules and cooperation within the
franchise contract which is compliant with the Eu-

ropean Union legislation. Therefore, the business
relationship between the parties is based on mutual and transparent rights, duties and responsibilities
covered by the contract and operating regulations.
Within the partnership cooperation, the Franchisor can enjoy strong position, being supported
by the whole chain of established recognition and
identiﬁable brand.

For additional information, please contact us
by electronic mail at:

robert@vitamin-shop.co.uk

The assortment of VITAMIN-SHOP® has
been adjusted based on rich experience, worldwide trends as well as segmentation of the European market of
consumers of diet supplements and
foodstuﬀs for particular nutritional use.
The oﬀer of VITAMIN-SHOP® covers,
among others, products reducing the
fatty tissue, strengthening the joints,
improving sexual functions, improving
hair, skin and nails condition, supporting calm sleep, relaxing, energizing,
stimulating endurance, concentration,
memory and immunity
The oﬀer of VITAMIN-SHOP® comprises the best supplements and foodstuﬀs for particular nutritional use of
leading manufacturers, both European
and American ones, as well as sportswear and accessories for physical exercise.
Additionally, the chain of shops offers supplements which are uncompetitive both from the point of view of
their quality and price, produced exclusively for VITAMIN-SHOP® and sold
under this brand.

quate concept and consequent action, has become one of the most dynamically developing
franchise systems.
The best and the most experienced specialists in production and sales of diet supplements
have been involved in development of the action
plan, strategy and brand image, operating model
as well as in selection of the assortment.
The arrangement and aesthetics of
VITAMIN-SHOP® chain have been designed by
visual artists as well as marketing experts in retail sales, consequently, the shops are visually
attractive and eagerly visited by ordinary Clients, not necessarily those physically active.
The target Client groups of VITAMIN-SHOP®
comprise professionally active people of middle and upper class with permanent income as
well as people actively involved in sports.
The research conducted nowadays concerning consumers’ lifestyle confirms that the
group of people willing to have active influence on their own health, body and well-being through appropriate life style and adequate
supplementation is growing dynamically.

